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simply wonderful The idea behind this book is wonderfully simple and brilliant - gather a few
tattoos which seem to be worn by just about everyone nowadays and juxtapose them against
each other to show that despite the accusations of having less originality and intelligence, the
tattooed folks are able to come up with wonderful styles, beautiful images and touching stories
behind their tattoos.I initial got to browse `Body Type."Visitors shouldn't skip the introduction,
where the author explains how she hatched the theory for Body Type, her first reserve, which
became a cult hit and international success. Ina Saltz displays there just what a wonderfully
wealthy potential typography holds for tattoos and her introduction discussing the various font
types and methods to appear at them is certainly worth reading and remember next time you'll
decide to get a brand-new tattoo completed.`Body Type 2' is as good as the first part and it
displays not just a new collection of text tattoos but also discusses the impact the first quantity
had on its readers which really is a clear indication that the book was done well and approached
its subject matter with a respect and open up mind.Both books have become nicely organized
and seem to be sturdy enough to survive multiple sessions of flipping through. Would
recommend to anyone thinking about learning more about tattoos and their origins! She is a sort
icon in her personal right. She's tapped into the Zeitgeist with another jaw-dropping assortment
of typographic tattoos, each accompanied by an individual's insightful description of their
choice. Great photos and stories in relation to TRUE LIFE issues or meanings.A true conversation
starter! Carry On? Intimate Messages Etched in Flesh' and I loved it right away. Great photos,
great stories I love this book, not just because among my tattoos (the knuckles) made it in the
cover, but because these tattoos were carefully decided on to show you amazing creativity and a
romantic side of someone's tale. From such fertile imaginations, terrific books are born. I've
known designers who had been obsessive about type, but this needs it to a complete new level.!
Amazing and unexpected WOW.The lorem ipsum tattoo is totally stuck in my brain. Creepy
however appealing. I cannot help but get back to it again and again. The workmanship is usually
amazing, too. Just what you'd expect from type geeks, I guess. Beautiful but disturbing. I put the
book out on the table inside our art section, and am expecting to hear an uproar quickly. I loved
the image of seven-year-previous Ina daydreaming in second grade, picturing the letter B as a
buxom woman having groceries.I've gotten a whole lot of concepts for future tattoos and
anticipate submitting again and again.Thanks Ina! great follow-up! I didn't think it was possible
but this reserve is better then the first. I purchased the very first edition and enjoyed the brand
new BODY TYPE2 book quite definitely.! That is a book where one can easily move hours parsing
the wit and wisdom behind each message, wishing you could get to learn the people who've
celebrated their creativeness in this art form.Ina does a great work capturing the tat and the
unspoken term! The pictures in this publication blew my mind.Enjoy the book---- Great book
Book was very informative and readable. I'd wholeheartedly recommend buying not merely
`Body Type 2' but also `Body Type 1' for its intro part's sake since it is rather informative and
makes the reader appearance at typography from a whole new perspective. A beautiful slice of
humanity This book celebrates humans and their stories.An excellent addition to your library or
simply,one of the best books you can have on your coffee table. Why is a brother and sister, for
instance, commit to the slogan that got the Brits through WWII, "Keep Calm &!! Lightning struck
twice They stay lighting hardly ever strikes the same place twice, well sheer genius struck here 2
times.! You select it up and can't end till our by the end and your looking for you to definitely
present it to to talk about the incredible experience you just had. As I switched each page, I kept
considering "I should get a tat like this" and "I could NEVER do that". Wit and Wisdom Ina Saltz
has done it again!
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